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It feels even more important to share a love of books and the escapist pleasures of 
reading this year with students. You’ll find a range of remote teaching ideas, fun 
quizzes, starters and quick writing activities for World Book Day 2021 which will help you 
to mark the day, and are easy to include in live lessons.  

 

 

‘If this is the answer, what is the question?’ Try a quiz starter, 
based on incredible book facts such as:  

• 120 million? (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone books 
sold internationally.)  

• $53,222,898? (the most expensive book ever sold) etc.   

 

Just a minute. Students have one minute to ‘pitch’ their favourite 
book to other students in the class or in small groups in breakout 
rooms. This is a great way to encourage more interaction between 
students in live lessons. 

 

Fantasy fiction question time. Cold call on students in live lessons 
with a range of ‘Would you rather…?’ questions, or ask them to write 
questions for peers in the chat feature, such as:  

• Would you rather have the Grand High Witch (The Witches) or 
the White Witch (The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe) as 
your arch enemy? Voldemort or Moriaty?  

• Would you rather try fizzing whizzbees (Harry Potter) or a fizzy 
lifting drink (Charlie and the Chocolate Factory)?  

• Would you rather live in Mordor (Lord of the Rings) or Panem 
(The Hunger Games)?    

 

Balloon debate. Give students this scenario to discuss:  

A hot air balloon carrying 10 famous writers (of your choice) is about 
to crash and only 6 of the passengers can be saved. Which authors 
would you save and why?  

 

Book Off. Hold quick book-themed quizzes or polls in live lessons. 
Share suggestions for books that students have read and enjoyed 
during lockdown.  
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Virtual book festival. Many writers share videos, classroom resources 
and activities on their websites, and some will be doing virtual events 
on WBD. Curate a selection for students to pick and choose from.  

 

Quick as a flash. Set flash fiction challenges: six-word stories, mini-
sagas (exactly 50 words including the title) or even 100 words, and 
spend 5-10 minutes doing your own ‘Big Write’.  

 

Random acts of (book) kindness. Discuss famous and favourite acts 
of kindness in books and then share ideas for random acts of kindness 
that students in lockdown could do. 

 

Consequences. Play a game of virtual Story Consequences, with 
students taking inspiration from the objects around them, and 
inventing a character’s name, setting, event etc., before typing their 
suggestions in the chat feature. Share students’ first sentences as a 
class.  

 

Adaptation Oscars. Share your top suggestions as a class for favourite 
film adaptations of books. Add different categories such as Best 
adaptation of a children’s book, Best adaptation of a classic novel, 
Best animated adaptation etc. and watch a few trailers as a class 
(popcorn optional!). As an extension, ask students to write short film 
reviews. 
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